Rodents FAQ continued…

Why attics?
These rodents are fond of attics because they provide a safe refuge, a nesting place for their young
and routes into the home below.

What do they eat and drink?
They love to eat citrus fruit (because it serves as both a food and water source) and other fruit
(pomegranates, figs, etc.), nuts, seeds and stored grains, and vegetables in your garden. They also eat
insects, lizards, tree bark, soap, paper, hides, and beeswax.
Bird seed (both in feeders and stored in bags) and dog and cat food left outside after dark are
favorites. Roof rats eat Queen Palm tree fruits in the summer when citrus isnt available.
Water sources include leaky faucets and sprinkler heads, bird baths, fountains and ornamental
ponds, irrigation, air conditioner condensation drip lines, saucers under potted plants, and pet water
dishes. They will chew through metal and plastic pipes to reach water.

How do I seal my home?
The most extensive damage occurs when roof rats enter the home, so the first goal is to keep them
out.
We use stucco diamond mesh available at building material suppliers to screen and seal all holes
and vents leading into your home or garden shed. It cuts and molds very easily. For the rat, this mesh is
like biting into small razor blades.
Look for holes in exterior walls and near hot water heaters, washers and dryers, dishwashers, and
under sinks. You should not forget to screen off the sewer stacks on the roof.
All cracks should be caulked.
Stuff the cover of the air conditioning line that runs from the outside unit into the attic with steel
wool or copper mesh to prevent rats from climbing up the insulated pipe inside the cover. Look for
scratch marks on the insulation, and then set a snap trap there to catch them the next time they use
that entrance.

Do I clean my attic?
THIS SHOULD BE LEFT TO THE PROFFESSIONALS! We will give you a quote to do the dirty work.

